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Experimental and modeling studies are presented on the synthesis of bisphenol A polycarbonate
at ambient pressure by a novel forced gas sweeping process. Unlike in the conventional high-
vacuum melt transesterification process, the condensation byproduct (phenol) is removed from
a highly viscous polymer melt in the forced gas sweeping process by forcing inert gas bubbles to
flow through the polymer melt phase. As the inert gas bubbles rise in the melt phase, dissolved
phenol molecules diffuse to the bubbles and are removed from the polymer melt, and the polymer
molecular weight increases. To examine the feasibility of the proposed method, the effects of
reaction temperature and gas flow rate on the polymer molecular weight were investigated at
260-280 °C and ambient pressure using a small semibatch laboratory reactor. It has been found
that medium-range molecular weight polycarbonate can be readily prepared in a relatively short
reaction time. The semibatch polymerization process is also modeled by a mass-transfer reaction
model in which bubble size and bubble rising velocity are used to estimate the interfacial mass-
transfer area and gas-liquid contact time. The experimental data suggest that the forced gas
sweeping process can be a potential alternative to a high-vacuum melt polycondensation process
for the synthesis of bisphenol A polycarbonate at ambient pressure.

Introduction

Polycarbonate (PC) is one of the most rapidly growing
thermoplastic polymers, with its high heat resistance,
impact resistance, optical clarity, and dimensional clar-
ity. It is used in data storage devices, structural materi-
als for electrical and electronic applications, automo-
biles, nursing bottles, and construction materials. An
increasing global demand for polycarbonate (more than
10% per year) has been a driving factor for the recent
increase in the global production capacity of polycar-
bonate, which is now more than one million tons per
year.1

Polycarbonate has been manufactured industrially
using interfacial phosgenation processes for many years.
However, the high-temperature melt polymerization of
bisphenol A (4,4-dihydroxydiphenyl-2,2-propane) poly-
carbonate (PC) is emerging as an alternative process
to an interfacial phosgenation process in which the use
of toxic materials might pose environmental problems.
In a typical melt PC process, bisphenol A (BPA) and
diphenyl carbonate (DPC) are polymerized at 260-280
°C in the presence of catalyst such as LiOH‚H2O. As
the polymer molecular weight increases, the melt vis-
cosity increases rapidly, and hence, the polymerization
becomes mass-transfer-controlled. Thus, high vacuum
is applied to remove the phenol. The conventional melt
polycarbonate process is quite similar to the melt
polymerization of thermoplastic polyesters such as poly-
(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) in that high vacuum
(1-3 mmHg or less) is applied in a multistage reaction
operation to remove condensation byproducts and obtain

high-molecular-weight polycarbonate. In a high-vacuum
melt polycondensation process, the use of high vacuum
is not economically advantageous because of high capital
costs for vacuum equipment and high energy costs
associated with the use of high-pressure steam for steam
jets.

The melt polycondensation process is carried out in
several stages under different reaction conditions to
increase the polymer molecular weight. For example,
monomers (BPA and DPC) are first reacted in a stirred
reactor or in a series of stirred tank reactors to a low-
molecular-weight prepolymer (Mh n ) 2500-5000). Be-
cause the polycondensation reaction is reversible, phenol
should be removed from the reactor to promote the
forward chain-growth reaction. In a melt polycarbonate
process, the polymer melt viscosity increases sharply
with an increase in the polymer molecular weight, and
the removal of phenol becomes difficult. Therefore, a
final-stage polymerization reactor is designed to provide
as large an interfacial mass-transfer area as possible
to enhance the removal of phenol. For example, when a
rotating-disk-type reactor is used in the finishing stage,
thin polymer layers are formed at the surface of the
rotating disks, and phenol is removed from the melt
layers by vacuum. Thus, the interior of the reactor is
designed so as to provide the shortest mass-transfer
distance for phenol from the melt to the vapor phase.
Because there is a limitation on polymer molecular
weight that can be obtained by melt processes because
of extremely high melt viscosity, solid-state polymeri-
zation might also be employed to produce high-molec-
ular-weight injection molding grade polycarbonates.

The polymerization of bisphenol A and diphenyl
carbonate is classified as a typical AABB-type conden-* Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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sation polymerization. In such a process, it is important
during the polymerization to maintain a stoichiometric
ratio of the functional end groups (A/B) to obtain a high-
molecular-weight polymer. In the melt polycarbonate
process carried out at 260-280 °C, diphenyl carbonate
(DPC) has a moderate vapor pressure. Unless the
reaction conditions and vapor-removal system are prop-
erly designed and operated, a partial loss of DPC from
the reactor occurs, leading to a stoichiometric imbalance
of functional end-group concentrations, which results
in a low polymer molecular weight and discoloration of
the final product. Thus, it is required that optimal
reactor operating policies be designed and imple-
mented.2

To remove volatile compounds from a polymer melt,
an inert stripping gas can be introduced into a reactor
at ambient pressure. The volatile compounds in the melt
phase are then transferred to the gas phase and
removed from the reactor. The inert gas can be intro-
duced into the reactor without direct contact with the
bulk polymer melt or it can be injected directly into the
bulk polymer melt phase. The latter operation is quite
similar to a polymer devolatilization process in which
a stripping agent that is immiscible with the polymer
is introduced into the polymeric solution. Monomers or
organic solvent molecules diffuse to the surface of the
gas bubbles composed mainly of the stripping agent.

Instead of using high vacuum to remove condensation
byproducts, the idea of using an inert sweeping gas had
been applied to polyester synthesis processes in the past.
However, earlier attempts at using such methods did
not lead to the development of commercial processes.
In the past several years, several patents have been
disclosed, notably those by Bhatia,3-5 on the gas sweep-
ing process for PET synthesis in which ethylene glycol
is removed by an inert gas supplied to a finishing
polymerization reactor. In some examples described in
his patents, nitrogen gas supplied to the vapor phase
of the reactor flows countercurrently to the flow of bulk
polymer melt.

Although many experimental and theoretical studies
have been reported on the high-vacuum melt polymer-
ization of PET and polycarbonate,2,7,8 very little has
been reported on the mass-transfer and reaction phe-
nomena in the gas seeping polymerization process. Woo
and co-workers6 developed a mass-transfer and reaction
model to investigate the forced gas seeping process for
the melt polymerization of PET. It is only recently that
a patent application has been filed on the forced gas
sweeping process for polycarbonate synthesis in a
continuous rotating disk reactor system.9

In this work, we present a new experimental study
on the use of inert gas in a melt polycarbonate process.
Here, an inert gas such as nitrogen is supplied to a
polymerization reactor and forced to flow as bubbles
through a highly viscous polymer melt. The gas-liquid
(melt) interfacial area provided by these bubbles offers
a mass-transfer surface for the molecular transport of
phenol generated by the polymerization reaction. Unlike
in other similar processes (e.g., PET synthesis) reported
in the patent literature where inert gas is supplied to
the vapor phase (passive gas sweeping process), in the
present technique, inert gas is forced to flow through a
melt phase to sweep phenol more aggressively from the
melt to the vapor phase (forced gas sweeping process).
A dynamic mass-transfer and reaction model is also
developed for an analysis of the process.

Experimental Section

In our experimental work, the primary objective is to
explore the feasibility of obtaining high-molecular-
weight polycarbonate by the proposed forced gas sweep-
ing technique. Following the polymerization procedure
in ref 2, we first synthesized low-molecular-weight
polycarbonate prepolymer using LiOH‚H2O catalyst in
a stirred semibatch reactor. For the forced gas sweeping
polymerization experiment, a small polymerization
reactor system was designed and built. The reactor
system consists of a Pyrex glass tube reactor and a glass
heating jacket in which high-temperature fluid is cir-
culated to keep the reactor temperature constant. To
start a polymerization experiment, the reactor jacket
temperature is raised to the desired reaction tempera-
ture. Then, a predetermined amount of polycarbonate
prepolymer particles (12 g) of known molecular weight
(Mh n ) 2,300) is added to the glass reactor. As the reactor
tube is placed in the heated glass jacket assembly, the
prepolymer particles melt in about 2-3 min. Then,
dehumidified and preheated nitrogen gas is supplied to
the bottom of the reaction tube through a 1/8-in. diam-
eter stainless steel dip tube. Nitrogen gas injected into
the reaction tube flows through the polymer melt as
bubbles. The size of bubbles, the frequency of bubble
formation at the tip of a dip tube, and the bubble rising
velocity in the melt phase are influenced by several
factors, such as the gas injection rate and melt viscosity.

For the analysis of the polymer molecular weight, a
small amount of polymer sample was taken from the
reactor every 30 min during the experiment. The
polymer molecular weight and molecular weight distri-
bution were measured by gel permeation chromatogra-
phy (GPC) using five columns (two linear and three
500-Å columns) and a UV detector (254 nm) with
tetrahydrofuran (THF) as the mobile phase.

It was observed in our experiments that the reactor
temperature was slightly affected by the nitrogen gas
flow rate. Table 1 shows the difference between the
jacket fluid temperature and the reactor temperature.
It is seen that the temperature difference tends to
increase as the gas flow rate is increased. This is
probably due to the loss of heat to the gas passing
through the hot polymer melt. In the discussions that
follow, we will use the jacket temperature to represent
the reaction temperature.

Experimental Observations

Before we present the experimental results of polym-
erization, we will present some interesting observations
made during the reaction experiments.

As the reactor temperature is raised to above the
polymer melting point, polymerization begins even
before the injection of nitrogen gas, as indicated by the
formation of small phenol bubbles. This occurs because
the concentration of reactive end groups in the low-
molecular-weight prepolymer is quite high. Nucleated

Table 1. Reaction and Jacket Temperatures at Different
Gas Flow Rates

gas flow rate (mL/s)

5.2 12.9 25.8 38.8

jacket temp (°C) reactor temp (°C)

260 258 254 247 245
280 278 276 272 269
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phenol bubbles of about 1-mm diameter quickly saturate
the reactor, and the polymer melt looks like a boiling
liquid. At ambient pressure, most of these phenol
bubbles stay in the reactor. In our separate experiment
without the use of either vacuum or nitrogen gas, it was
found that the reaction reached an equilibrium, and the
increase in polymer molecular weight was almost neg-
ligible, indicating that high-molecular-weight polymer
can not be obtained unless phenol is removed from the
reactor.

Heated nitrogen gas is supplied to the reactor after
the prepolymer particles melt completely. At the begin-
ning of a polymerization experiment, the melt viscosity
is relatively low, and a swarm of small nitrogen bubbles
rises rapidly in the melt phase. These nitrogen gas
bubbles cause intense mixing of the melt in the reactor
and promote the upward movement of phenol bubbles,
which then burst at the surface of the melt. At the same
time, dissolved phenol diffuses into the gas bubbles.
Figure 1a shows a snapshot of the reactor at low
conversion. Notice that nearly spherical nitrogen gas
bubbles (large bubbles) rise in the sea of small nucleated
phenol bubbles. Also notice in Figure 1a that the
nitrogen gas bubbles are far larger than the gas injec-
tion tube diameter. With an increase in conversion, the
amount of nucleated phenol bubbles decreases signifi-
cantly.

As conversion increases, the melt viscosity increases
rapidly, the bubbles become larger (Figure 1b), and the
bubbles detach from the gas injection nozzle much less
frequently. Thus, the number of nitrogen gas bubbles
in the polymer melt decreases. Figure 2 shows the
frequency of bubble detachment from the injection
nozzle. The symbols and the line are the experimental
data and model calculations, respectively. The entire
experiment was videotaped, and the bubble detachment
frequency was measured by visual observation. Notice
that the bubble detachment frequency decreases sig-
nificantly because the bubbles inflate as the polymer
molecular weight increases.

When a large bubble rose and burst at the top of the
reactor, a loud popping sound was heard. It was
observed at very high melt viscosity that a bubble
formed at the tip of the tube inflated to almost the size
of the reaction tube diameter. The bubble detached from
the tube tip and rose as a cylindrical slug in the melt
phase, pushing the polymer melt around the bubble
toward the reactor tube walls. As these large bubbles
burst at the top of the reactor and the polymer melt
flowed downward along the reactor walls, injected
nitrogen gas passed through the reaction tube without
forming bubbles until the melt volume was recovered.
In Figure 1b, we can see a smaller bubble still attached
to the injection nozzle. It inflates to the size of an
already-detached bubble immediately above it before
being detached from the nozzle.

Polymerization Process Model

For the analysis of mass-transfer and reaction phe-
nomena, we develop a mathematical reaction model.
Although some side reactions might occur, we consider
only the main polycondensation reaction between hy-
droxyl and phenyl carbonate groups as follows

where EA and EB denote hydroxyl and phenyl carbonate
groups, respectively. Z is the polymer repeat unit, and
P is phenol. The reaction rate is expressed as

The above reaction occurs even in the absence of
added catalyst.7,8 The effective forward reaction rate
constant in the presence of catalyst (e.g., LiOH‚H2O) is
expressed as8

Figure 1. (a) Nitrogen gas bubbles (large bubbles) and nucleated
phenol bubbles (small bubbles) at low conversion; (b) gas bubbles
at high conversion.

Figure 2. Frequency of bubble detachment: symbols, measure-
ments; lines, calculations.

rp ) k[EA][EB] - k′[Z][P] (2)
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where [C*] is the catalyst concentration, ku is the rate
constant for the uncatalyzed polycondensation reaction,
and kc is the rate constant for the catalyzed reaction.
The reverse reaction rate constant is expressed in a
similar form. The forward and reverse reaction rate
constants for the uncatalyzed polycondensation are8

The catalyzed reaction rate constants are

In the above expressions, the activation energies are in
calories per mole, and the gas constant R ) 1.987 cal
mol-1 K-1.

When an inert gas is injected into a polymer melt
through a nozzle, bubbles are formed and rise in the
melt phase. Then, phenol formed by the polymerization
reaction diffuses from the polymer melt into the gas
bubbles. The size of the bubbles and the number of
bubbles depend mostly upon the gas flow rate and melt
viscosity. The molar transfer rate of phenol from the
polymer melt phase to the nitrogen gas bubbles can be
represented by

where (kLa)L and (kLa)G are the mass-transfer coef-
ficients of phenol in the polymer melt phase and the
nitrogen gas phase, respectively (a ) specific interfacial
surface area per liquid volume). [P]L ([P]G) is the
concentration of phenol in the liquid phase (gas bubble
phase), and [P]* is the corresponding equilibrium con-
centration at the gas-liquid interface. The concentra-
tions of phenol at the gas-liquid interface are related
by the equation

Then, from eqs 8 and 9, we obtain

The molar mass-transfer rate of phenol per unit inter-
facial surface area is expressed as

If the mass-transfer resistance in the nitrogen gas phase
is much smaller than the mass-transfer resistance in
the polymer melt phase, the above equation is reduced
to

For a semibatch melt polycondensation reactor in
which nitrogen gas is continuously injected into a
prepolymer melt, the mass balance equation for phenol
is

where rp is the rate of phenol formation. If the volume
of nitrogen gas bubbles (i.e., gas holdup) in the melt is
assumed to be constant, the mass balance equation for
phenol in the gas phase is given by

where QG is the nitrogen gas flow rate, VL is the melt
phase volume, and VG is the gas (bubble phase) volume.
In deriving eqs 13 and 14, it was assumed that both
the melt phase and the bubble phase are well mixed
and that the gas composition in each bubble is same.

If the bubbles are spherical and of uniform size, the
total specific interfacial surface area is NbSG

/ /VL, where
Nb is the total number of gas bubbles in the reactor and
SG

/ is the surface area of a gas bubble. The mass-
transfer coefficient is estimated using penetration theory
as kL ) 2xDp/πθ, where Dp is the diffusivity of phenol
in the polymer melt and θ is the time that a fluid
element in the melt phase is in contact with a gas phase
at the gas-liquid interface.

The formation of gas bubbles and their behavior in
viscous liquids have been the subject of studies by many
researchers in many different technical fields (e.g.,
fermentation, drying of liquid foodstuffs, wastewater
treatment, polymer devolatilization, etc.). Predictions of
bubble size, bubble growth, and bubble rising velocity
in a highly viscous or viscoelastic fluid are important
for process design. However, such phenomena are quite
complex, and not much has been reported on the
formation and movement of bubbles in high-viscosity
polymer melts. In addition, no report is available on
bubble formation and growth in a reactive polymer melt
where the melt viscosity increases with conversion or
time.

To model the gas sweeping process that we consider
in this work, it is necessary to estimate the effective
interfacial mass-transfer area provided by the gas
bubbles. As the gas flow rate is increased to a certain
point, bubble formation is hindered by the presence of
preceding bubbles, and bubble size increases as a
function of gas flow rate rather than orifice size. Bubble
size is also strongly dependent on the fluid viscosity. In
our experiments, the gas flow rates employed are such
that bubbles are far larger than the diameter of the gas
injection nozzle (see Figure 1). Using the equation
developed by Davidson and Schüler10 for very low
Reynolds number fluids (Re < 0.002), we can estimate
the bubble diameter (db) as

where QG is the volumetric gas flow rate (cm3/s), µ is
the melt viscosity (g cm-1 s-1), F is the melt density (g/

k ) ku + kc[C*] (3)

ku ) (5.180 ( 0.170) × 108 exp[(-25 290 (

1010)/RT] (cm3 mol-1 s-1) (4)

k′u ) (3.380 ( 0.377) × 1016 exp[(-45 030 (

2430)/RT] (cm3 mol-1 s-1) (5)

kc ) 1.603 × 1013 exp[-13900/RT] (cm6 mol-2 s-1)
(6)

k′c ) 1.340 × 1012 exp[-12090/RT] (cm6 mol-2 s-1)
(7)

Np ) (kLa)L([P]L - [P]L
/ ) ) (kLa)G([P]G

/ - [P]G) (8)

[P]G
/ ) K[P]L

/ (9)

[P]L
/ )

(kLa)[P]L + (kLa)G[P]G

(kLa)L + K(kLa)G
(10)

Np )
K[P]L - [P]G

1
(kLa)G

+ K 1
(kLa)L

(11)

Np ) (kLa)L([P]L - 1
K

[P]G) (12)

d[P]L

dt
) rp - (kLa)L([P]L - 1

K
[P]G) (13)

VG

d[P]G

dt
) VL(kLa)([P]L - 1

K
[P]G) - QG[P]G (14)

db ) 2.313(µQG

Fg )1/4

(15)
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cm3), and g is the gravitational acceleration constant
(980 cm/s2). In deriving the above equation, Davidson
and Schüler10 assumed that (i) the bubble is spherical
throughout formation, (ii) the liquid surrounding the
orifice is at rest when the bubble starts to form, (iii)
the motion of the gas bubble is not affected by the
presence of another bubble immediately above it, (iv)
the momentum of the gas is negligible, and (v) the
bubble is at all instants moving at Stokes velocity
appropriate to its size. In our polymerization system,
some of these assumptions might not be exactly ap-
plicable. For example, Davidson and Schüler10 tested
the validity of the above equation for fluids with
viscosities up to 1040 cp, which is far smaller than the
viscosity of the polycarbonate melt in our polymerization
system. Also, according to our experimental observa-
tions, bubbles detached from the tip of a gas injection
tube are nearly spherical at low melt viscosities (i.e.,
during initial reaction period), but as the melt viscosity
increases because of polymerization, the bubbles are
inflated and become elongated in the vertical direction
(flow direction) (Figure 1b). As such large bubbles rise
and burst, the polymer melt flows downward by gravity
along the reactor walls. Until a pool of polymer melt is
formed again at the bottom of the reaction tube, the
injected gas passes through the reactor without forming
bubbles. In our model simulations, however, bubbles are
approximated as spheres during their formation, growth
(at the nozzle tip), and rise in the polymer melt. If the
calculated bubble diameter exceeds the reaction tube
diameter, the equivalent cylindrical bubble slug is
assumed to estimate the effective interfacial mass-
transfer area.

Equation 15 also indicates that the bubble size
increases with an increase in melt viscosity. For ex-
ample, according to eq 15, a 10-fold increase in melt
viscosity or gas flow rate results in about a 78% increase
in bubble diameter. At a fixed gas flow rate, the gas
bubble size increases as the polymer melt viscosity
increases with reaction. Polycarbonate melt viscosity
data are scarce. Schnell11 reported polycarbonate melt
viscosity versus molecular weight data at 280 and 302
°C. These data were fitted by the equation

where T is the melt temperature in Kelvin and Mh w is
the weight-average molecular weight of the polycarbon-
ate. Figure 3 shows the data and the predictions of eq
16.

We further assume that the increase in the bubble
size due to the diffusion of phenol from the melt phase
to the nitrogen bubbles is negligible because the bubble-
melt contact time is quite small and the amount of
phenol in the fast-rising bubbles is also quite small. We
also ignore the change in bubble size due to bubble
breakup or coalescence. In the experimental reactor that
we used, no bubble breakup or coalescence was ob-
served.

Another important variable for the estimation of the
bubble surface area and contact time is the bubble rising
velocity. For a power-law fluid, Chhabra12 reports that,
depending upon the values of power-law flow index (n)
and the gas volume fraction, the rise velocity of a bubble

swarm might be greater or smaller than the velocity of
a single bubble. At high reaction temperatures (e.g., 280
°C), molten polycarbonate is essentially a Newtonian
liquid with negligible viscoelastic effects.11 To calculate
the bubble rising velocity, we use the equation proposed
for a viscous liquid by Snabre and Magnifotcham13

where db is the bubble diameter (cm), VG
/ is the volume

of a bubble (cm3), and Cd is the drag coefficient (Cd )
16/Re + 1).

The average bubble residence time or contact time (θ)
and the number of bubbles (Nb) with an average
residence time of θ are estimated using the equations

where VL and SR represent the polymer melt volume
and the cross-sectional area of the tube reactor, respec-
tively. The frequency of bubble detachment is given by
Nb/θ. The fractional gas holdup (εG ) VG/VL) in the
polymer melt is estimated by the correlation developed
for a bubble column by Godbole et al.14 for a highly
viscous fluid

where DR is the reactor diameter. In our model, we
assume that the contact time is approximately equal to
the average residence time of a bubble rising in the melt
phase. The total mass-transfer area can be calculated
by multiplying the number of bubbles by the specific
surface area of a bubble.

Assuming that the polymer chain length does not
affect the reactivity of the functional groups, we can
derive the reactor model equations as follows:

ln µ ) (393.15 - 2.43 × 105

T ) +

(2.49 × 104

T
- 39.8) ln Mh w (16)

Figure 3. Melt viscosity of polycarbonate vs molecular weight.

ub ) [2dbg
Cd (1 +

QGdb

ubVG
/ )]1/2

(17)

θ )
VL(1 + εG)

ubSR
(18)

Nb )
QGθ

VG
/

(19)

εG ) 0.239(ub × 10-2)0.634DR
-0.5

(ub in meters per second and DR in meters) (20)
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In deriving the above model equations, we assume that
the melt phase volume remains constant during the
polymerization process, even with the loss of the reac-
tion byproduct, phenol. (In our experiments, the amount
of phenol removed from the tube reactor after the degree
of polymerization is increased from 9 to 50 is about 0.5
mL from the initial 12 g of prepolymer.) The degree of
polymerization is given by

The rate constant in the above model is the effective
rate constant in which the catalyst concentration effect
is incorporated.

The degree of polymerization (Xh n) of the prepolymer
used in our experiments is 9 (Mn ) 2300), and the initial
end-group concentrations in the prepolymer are [EA] )
0.442 × 10-3 mol/cm3, [EB] ) 0.570 × 10-3 mol/cm3, [Z]
) 3.663 × 10-3 mol/cm3, and [P] ) 0.013 × 10-3 mol/
cm3. The interfacial phase equilibrium parameter, K )
5.0 × 10-3, was used in the model simulations.

Results and Discussions

Two experimental runs were first done to investigate
the feasibility of obtaining relatively high-molecular-
weight polycarbonate by the forced gas sweeping pro-
cess. Figure 4a shows the degree of polymerization (Xh n;
molecular weight of a repeat unit ) 254) profiles with
reaction time at 260 and 280 °C (jacket temperatures)
and at a nitrogen gas flow rate of 25.8 mL/s [specific
gas flow rate ) 2.58 L (L of melt)-1 s-1]. The symbols
are experimental data, and the lines are the model
simulation results. First, it is clearly seen that the
polymer molecular weight increases surprisingly rapidly
from 2300 (Xh n ) 9) to 8000 (Xh n ) 32) at 260 °C and
14000 (Xh n ) 55) at 280 °C in 150 min. For comparison,
the results of high-vacuum semibatch polymerization
experiments are shown in Figure 5.2 Here, the reaction
temperature and pressure were changed in five different
stages. Figure 5 shows that the polymer molecular
weight reaches from ∼2000 to 5000 (Mh n) in 1 h at 280
°C and 10 mmHg (stage 5). The same concentration of
catalyst was used in both experiments. The results
shown in Figure 4 clearly suggest that the proposed
forced gas sweeping process is quite effective in obtain-
ing medium-range molecular weight polycarbonate in
a relatively short reaction time.

In our model simulations, we observed that the model
prediction results were quite sensitive to the diffusivity
of phenol in the melt phase. In molten polyethylene-
(terephthalate), which is similar to molten polycarbon-
ate, the reported value of the diffusivity of ethylene
glycol is 1.66 × 10-4 cm2/s.15 The diffusivity of phenol
in a polycarbonate melt has not been reported in the

literature. When a constant diffusivity was used, poor
agreement was observed between experimental data
and model prediction results. For example, Figure 4b
shows that, when the diffusivity used for the simula-
tions at 280 °C is used for the simulation at 260 °C, a
poor fit of the data is obtained. Thus, at each temper-
ature, the diffusivity value was adjusted to match the

d[EA]
dt

)
d[EB]

dt
) -rp (21)

d[Z]
dt

) rp (22)

d[P]L

dt
) rp - (kLa)([P]L - 1

K
[P]G) (23)

VG

d[P]G

dt
) VL(kLa)([P]L - 1

K
[P]G) - QG[P]G (24)

Xh n ) 1 +
2[Z]

[EA] + [EB]
(25)

Figure 4. Effect of reactor temperature on the degree of polym-
erization: (a) simulations with temperature-dependent diffusivity
of phenol; (b) simulations with constant diffusivity of phenol.

Figure 5. Polycarbonate molecular weight in a multistage melt
polymerization.2
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simulation results to the corresponding experimental
data [Dp(280 °C) ) 7.9 × 10-5 cm2/s, Dp(260 °C) ) 9.5
× 10-7 cm2/s].

The effect of the nitrogen gas flow rate on the polymer
molecular weight is illustrated in Figure 6. Here, the
symbols are experimental data, and the lines are model
simulation results. It is seen that higher gas flow rates
give rise to higher polymer molecular weights. However,
the effect of increasing the gas flow rate on the polymer
molecular weight diminishes as the gas flow rate is
increased further.

Figure 7 shows the calculated bubble diameter during
polymerization. It is seen that the gas bubble diameter
reaches its maximum (of 2 cm, which is approximately
equal to the reactor tube diameter) in about 45 min at
a low gas flow rate (0.52 L L-1 s-1), but it takes much
less time at a higher gas flow rate (3.88 L L-1 s-1).
Figure 8a shows the computed bubble rising velocity,
and Figure 8b shows the melt viscosity values during
the polymerization at different nitrogen gas flow rates.
It is seen that the gas bubble rising velocity at high gas
flow rates deceases very rapidly as the conversion and
melt viscosity increase. At high gas flow rates (e.g., 3.88
L L-1 s-1), the melt viscosity increases by nearly 3
orders of magnitude in about 30 min of reaction time.

The variations in the specific mass-transfer area
(calculated) with degree of polymerization during the
polymerization are shown in Figure 9 for three different
gas flow rates. Also shown are the sketches of the
bubbles/slugs observed experimentally at different reac-
tion stages. When the conversion is low, the specific
surface area is large because the number of bubbles is
large and the bubbles are small. As the conversion or
molecular weight increases, the number of bubbles
decreases significantly, and the bubbles become larger,

resulting in a decrease in the specific interfacial surface
area. There is a period when both large slugs and
bubbles coexist and the specific surface area increases.
As the reaction progresses further, a large slug rises
and bursts, and gas flows through the reactor without
forming any bubbles or slugs until the polymer melts
flowing down along the reactor tube walls form a pool
again. As a result, the specific surface area decreases
again. It is interesting to observe in Figure 9 that the

Figure 6. Effect of nitrogen gas flow rate on the degree of
polymerization.

Figure 7. Calculated bubble diameter profiles at different gas
flow rates.

Figure 8. (a) Bubble rising velocity; (b) melt viscosity at different
nitrogen flow rates (calculation).

Figure 9. Variation in specific mass-transfer area during polym-
erization (calculation).
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specific surface areas for high gas flow rates are larger
than those for low gas flow rates at low conversion.
Although the specific surface area is a little larger for
low gas flow rates than for high gas flow rates as the
polymer molecular weight increases, the overall rate of
polymerization or the conversion of functional groups
is lower at low gas flow rates. This is because the rate
of removal of gas bubbles is also a factor (eq 14).

Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we presented new experimental results
on the melt polycondensation of bisphenol A polycar-
bonate by the forced gas sweeping process. A simple
mass-transfer reaction model was also developed. Al-
though our experiments were carried out in a small
glass reactor, it has been demonstrated that the polymer
molecular weight can be effectively increased in a
reasonable reaction time by injecting heated inert gas
into a polymer melt. The rate of polymerization seems
to be quite comparable to that of a multistage high-
vacuum polymerization in a stirred reactor. Both the
reaction temperature and the gas flow rate are key
process variables for obtaining high polymer molecular
weights. The proposed model also provides reasonable
predictions of the polymer molecular weight, albeit with
several correlations taken from the literature to esti-
mate the effective mass-transfer area. The correlations
that we used to calculate the bubble size and bubble
rising velocity were developed and tested for much lower
viscosity fluids by the original researchers. Therefore,
there is a question of whether such correlations would
be valid in our polymerization system where the melt
viscosity is much higher and possibly beyond the limits
of validity of these correlations. Certainly, more studies
on the formation of bubbles and their behavior in a
polycarbonate melt would be desirable in the future.
Although there is an issue of feasibility of the forced
gas sweeping process for scale-up, the proposed polym-
erization process appears to be a potential alternative
to conventional high-vacuum melt polycondensation
processes.
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Nomenclature

a ) specific mass-transfer area (cm2/cm3)
db ) bubble diameter (cm)
Cd ) drag coefficient
Dp ) diffusivity of phenol in polycarbonate (cm2/s)
DR ) reactor tube diameter (cm)
[EA] ) concentration of terminal hydroxyl group (mol/cm3)
[EB] ) concentration of terminal phenyl carbonate group

(mol/cm3)
g ) acceleration of gravity (cm/s2)
k/ ) reaction rate constant (cm3 mol-1 s-1)
kL ) mass-transfer coefficient (cm/s)
K ) vapor-liquid equilibrium coefficient
Mh n ) number-average molecular weight (g/mol)
Mh w ) weight-average molecular weight (g/mol)
Nb ) number of gas bubbles
Np ) molar transfer rate of phenol (mol cm-3 s-1)
[P] ) concentration of phenol (mol/cm3)

QG ) gas flow rate (cm3/s)
Re ) Reynolds number
rp ) rate of polymerization (mol L-1 min-1)
SG

/ ) surface area of a gas bubble (cm2)
SR ) cross-sectional area of reactor tube (cm2)
T ) temperature (K)
ub ) bubble rising velocity (cm/s)
VG ) total volume of gas bubbles (cm3)
VG

/ ) volume of a single gas bubble (cm3)
VL ) melt phase volume (cm3)
Xh n ) number-average degree of polymerization
Xh w ) weight-average degree of polymerization

Greek Letters

εG ) fractional gas fraction
µ ) melt viscosity (g-cm/s)
θ ) bubble-liquid contact time (s)
F ) melt density (g/cm3)

Subscripts

b ) bubble
G ) gas phase
L ) liquid phase
m ) polymer melt phase
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